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Martelli, Peter F. (Co-Chair), Lei, Zhike (Co-Chair), Carroll, John S. (Presenter & Author), Hofmann, David A. (Presenter & Author), Ramanujam, Rangaraj (Presenter & Author), Sutcliffe, Kathleen M. (Presenter & Author), AOM Annual Meeting, "Organizational Errors: Updating the Research Agenda," Academy of Management, Boston, MA. (August 2023).


Mullen, Deborah (Presenter & Author), Westra, Daan (Presenter & Author), Martelli, Peter (Presenter & Author), AOM Annual Meeting, "The Student First!?: Limits and responses to the consumer model in health administration education," Academy of Management, Boston, MA. (August 5, 2023).

Rekhter, Natalia (Panelist), Martelli, Peter (Panelist), Hightower, Renee (Panelist), Johnson, Tricia (Panelist), AUPHA Annual Meeting, "Fulbright Program Possibilities for Healthcare Administration Departments and Faculty," Association of Programs in Healthcare Administration (AUPHA), National Harbor, MD. (June 2023).

Martelli, Peter (Moderator), Wilson, Rachel (Panelist), Seltz, David (Panelist), Emerging Leaders Summit, "Health Policy and Public Health Perspectives on Workforce," Massachusetts Health and Hospital Association, Boston, MA. (May 3, 2023).

Martelli, Peter, In our Genes, or In our Genesis?, "Topic on In our Genes or In our Genesis?," Cambridge Roundtable on Science and Religion, Cambridge, MA. (December 8, 2022).

Martelli, Peter (Presenter & Author), Lei, Zhike (Presenter & Author), Research Seminar, "What Conditions are Necessary for High Reliability in Global Settings?,” UC-Berkeley Center for Catastrophic Risk Management, Online. (December 6, 2022).

Martelli, Peter (Presenter & Author), Hightower, Renady (Presenter & Author), Howard, Steven (Presenter & Author), Johnson, Tricia (Presenter & Author), Rekhter, Natalia (Presenter & Author), AUPHA Webinar Series, "Introduction to Fulbright Programs," Association of University Programs in Health Administration (AUPHA), Online. (November 30, 2022).


Mullen, Deborah (Moderator), Martelli, Peter (Moderator), Westra, Daan (Moderator), AOM Annual Meeting, "Better Assessment Together: A practical workshop to improve learning and streamline grading," Academy of Management, Seattle, WA. (August 5, 2022).
Martelli, Peter (Presenter & Author), Strategy Group Research Seminar, "Is High Reliability Humanitarianism Possible?", iaeLyon School of Management, Université Jean Moulin Lyon 3, Lyon, France. (April 14, 2022).


Deresse, Fekadu N (Presenter & Author), McClelland, Jesse (Author Only), Shen, Gordon C (Author Only), Martelli, Peter, IGC Cities Proposal Feedback Workshop, "Human resource management and employee retention among firms in Ethiopia’s industrial parks," International Growth Centre (IGC) and DevLab@Duke, Online. (October 1, 2021).


Martelli, Peter F (Presenter & Author), AUPHA Annual Meeting, "Advancing High Reliability in Georgian Healthcare," Association of University Programs in Health Administration (AUPHA), Online. (June 8, 2021).


Martelli, Peter (Co-Chair), Verdin, Paul (Co-Chair), Carroll, John S. (Panelist), Frese, Michael (Panelist), Hagen, Jan (Panelist), Hofmann, David A. (Panelist), Lei, Zhike (Panelist), Van der Leyden, Ludo (Panelist), AOM Annual Meeting, "Broadening Sight at the Board Level: Perspectives from Error Management Research," Academy of Management, Online. (August 11, 2020).


Martelli, Peter F. (Moderator), Sinai and Synapses Conference, "Cross-disciplinary Conversations," Sinai and Synapses, Online. (June 10, 2020).

Martelli, Peter F. (Presenter & Author), Fellows Seminar, "An Evidence-based Management Approach to Published Research," Department of Spiritual Care, Massachusetts General Hospital. (January 14, 2020).


Martelli, Peter F. (Presenter & Author), Roberts, Karlene H. (Presenter & Author), RCRC Café Webinar, "High-Reliability Organizing - Exploring Synergies with Relational Coordination," Relational Coordination Research Collaborative. (December 12, 2019).


Martelli, Peter (Co-Chair), Verdin, Paul (Co-Chair), AOM Annual Meeting, "Strategy and Leadership in Managing Errors in Organizations: What We Know, What We Should Know," Academy of Management, Boston, MA. (August 2019).


Wood, Connor (Leader), Martelli, Peter (Panelist), Morgan, Jonathan (Panelist), ZuHone, John (Panelist), Sinai and Synapses Conference, "Podcast on Science, Religion, and Cultural Resiliency," Sinai and Synapses, New York. (May 1, 2019).


Martelli, Peter (Coordinator/Organizer), How Could This Happen?: Putting Error Management on the Executive Agenda, "The Intersection of High Reliability and Strategic Error Management," European School of Management and Technology’, Berlin, Germany. (November 12, 2018).
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Hilligoss, Brian (Presenter & Author), Huber, Thomas P (Presenter & Author), Martelli, Peter (Presenter & Author), Tietschert, Maike V (Presenter & Author), Organization Theory in Health Care Association, "Exploring Post-Modern Organizational Theory in Healthcare," Baltimore, MD. (June 17, 2018).

Shen, Gordon C (Presenter & Author), Martelli, Peter (Author Only), Deresse, Fekadu N (Author Only), Organizational Behaviour in Health Care Conference, "Crystallizing management: The institutionalization of kaizen in Ethiopia’s sugar factory campuses," Society for Studies in Organizing Health Care, Montreal, Canada. (May 14, 2018).


Martelli, Peter (Coordinator/Organizer), CCRM Research Colloquium, "On High Reliability in Healthcare with Mark Chassin, President of The Joint Commission," Center for Catastrophic Risk Management, Berkeley, CA. (October 11, 2017).


Martelli, Peter, Alidina, Shehnaz, Aveling, Emma-Louise, Singer, Sara J, Harvard Medical School Center for Primary Care Fifth Anniversary, "Patient engagement in primary care transformation: a learning journey," Center for Primary Care, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA. (October 20, 2016).


Shen, Gordon C (Presenter & Author), Rocco, Philip (Author Only), Martelli, Peter F (Author Only), HKU-USC-IPPA Conference on Public Policy, "Risk Regulation and the Consequences of Complexity: The Case of Superfund," Hong Kong University, USC School of Public Policy, & International Public Policy Association, Hong Kong. (June 10, 2016).


Martelli, Peter, Byrne-Martelli, Sarah E, Member Webinar, "Theory and Practice of Quality Improvement in Chaplaincy," HealthCare Chaplaincy Spiritual Care. (October 22, 2015).

Martelli, Peter, Lab Research Meeting, "Simulation and Organizational Dynamics," The Simulation Group, Boston, MA. (October 16, 2015).


Martelli, Peter, Department of Medicine Hospital Administrators Annual Meeting, "Foundations of Organizational Change," Massachusetts General Hospital and Brigham & Women’s Hospital, Boston, MA. (June 9, 2015).

Martelli, Peter, Byrne-Martelli, Sarah E, Association of Professional Chaplains Annual Conference, "Designing and Conducting a Quality Improvement Study," Association of Professional Chaplains, Louisville, KY. (June 7, 2015).

Martelli, Peter (Presenter & Author), Hill, Terry (Presenter & Author), Third European Conference for High Reliability Organizations, "HRO Findings in the Healthcare Sector," Aix-en-Provence, France. (November 6, 2013).

Martelli, Peter (Presenter & Author), Wichner, David (Presenter & Author), Third European Conference for High Reliability Organizations, "Knowledge as the Foundation for Organizational Sense-making and "Weak Signal" Detection using Aviation Voluntary Safety Programs," Aix-en-Provence, France. (November 5, 2013).


Martelli, Peter (Presenter & Author), Member Webinar, "Evidence-Based Management for Patient Safety: Preliminary Findings," Hospital Council of Northern and Central California, Berkeley, CA. (May 2011).

Martelli, Peter (Presenter & Author), Byrne-Martelli, Sarah E (Presenter & Author), Annual Meeting, "Perceptions and Practices of Spiritual Care Among Hospice Home Health Aides," Association of Professional Chaplains, Dallas, TX. (March 2011).

Martelli, Peter (Presenter & Author), MIT/Google Conference on Distributed Leadership, "Challenges of IT in Health Care," MIT Sloan and Google, Mountain View, CA. (November 2010).

Martelli, Peter (Presenter Only), 3rd International High Reliability Organizations Conference, "Moderator for Panels on 'Decision-Making' and 'Mindfulness','" New Orleans, LA. (January 2010).

Vidal, Renaud (Presenter & Author), Martelli, Peter (Presenter & Author), High Reliability Simulations, "HRO and Incident Management Teams," Ecole d'Application de Sécurité Civile (ECASC), Marseille, France. (December 2008).


Rundall, Thomas G (Presenter & Author), Hsu, John (Author Only), Gibson, Mark (Author Only), Curtis, Pam (Author Only), Martelli, Peter (Author Only), Schmittdiel, Julie (Author Only), Neuwirth, Estee B (Author Only), Annual Meeting, "Evidence and Organizational Decision Making: Never the Twain Shall Meet?," AcademyHealth, Seattle, WA. (June 27, 2006).